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Abstract

Purpose Retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)

tears may develop as a complication after

anti-VEGF (vascular endothelial growth

factor) treatment for pigment epithelial

detachments (PEDs) in exudative age-related

macular degeneration (AMD). This

retrospective study analyses best-corrected

visual acuity (BCVA) and foveal involvement

after RPE tears that are associated with anti-

VEGF therapy due to PED in exudative AMD.

Methods A total of 37 patients with RPE tears

during anti-VEGF therapy (bevacizumab 12,

ranibizumab 21 and pegaptanib 4 eyes) for

progressive PED in AMD (PED with occult

choroidal neovascularization 25 eyes and PED

with retinal angiomatous proliferation 12 eyes)

were included in this study. We analyzed

BCVA and different morphologic aspects

by means of appearance on fluorescein

angiography and optical coherence

tomography. Mean follow-up was 88 weeks.

Results RPE tears were diagnosed a mean

of 56 days after the first injection. BCVA

deteriorated after RPE tear and during

follow-up significantly (Po0.001), with 53.2%

of eyes being legally blind (WHO, world

health organization) at 12 months. RPE-free

foveal area, foveal wrinkling of the RPE, and

fibrotic scar development were significantly

associated with worse visual acuity.

Discussion RPE tears can be observed in

12–15% of treated eyes during anti-VEGF

therapy for PED in exudative AMD. Owing to

the close time relationship with the therapy,

this complication must be taken into

consideration. Visual prognosis is associated

with a decrease in vision in the long term,

often resulting in a severe visual disability.

Relevant factors for a negative visual

prognosis were the potential foveal

involvement of the central RPE and

morphologic fibrovascular transformation

of the RPE tear.
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Introduction

Tears of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)

are known to develop in eyes affected by

exudative age-related macular degeneration

(AMD). In most cases, the RPE tear is part of the

natural history of pigment epithelial

detachment (PED) that has developed as a

result of occult choroidal neovascularization,

retinal angiomatous proliferation, or polypoidal

choroidal vasculopathy.1–3 Such tears were first

described as a spontaneous complication of

PEDs in AMD by Hoskin et al.4 During follow-

up, a RPE tear develops in B10% of eyes in

which this type of exudative AMD has

developed.5

RPE tears also represent a complication

that develops in association with various

treatments for exudative AMD, such as laser

photocoagulation,6,7 transpupillary
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thermotherapy,8 and photodynamic therapy (PDT).9–13

Owing to the fact that such conditions were often

associated with considerable subretinal bleeding and the

development of disciform scars, the visual course of

eyes with RPE tears was in general devastating14 and

no treatment was possible.

In addition, RPE tears that have developed in eyes

with PED after anti-VEGF (vascular endothelial growth

factor) treatment have been reported to have a minor

effect on the short-term visual course.15–22 However, little

is known about the long-term outcome in these patients.

The aim of the present study, therefore, was to evaluate

the long-term visual and morphologic prognosis after

RPE tears in association with anti-VEGF treatment.

Materials and methods

The clinical course of 37 patients (29 female, 8 male;

mean age 78.8 (63–90 years)) with new RPE tears during

repeated anti-VEGF therapy (31 eyes ranibizumab,

12 eyes bevacizumab, and 4 eyes pegaptanib) for

progressive PED (increasing PED or visual loss) was

followed over a mean of 88 weeks (SD±51 weeks). PEDs

were associated with occult choroidal neovascularization

in 67.6% (25/37) and with retinal angiomatous

proliferation lesions in 32.4% (12/37) of the eyes.

At baseline examination, the presence of PED and

neovascularization was confirmed by fluorescein

angiography and optical coherence tomography (OCT)

imaging (Stratus-OCT Zeiss, Software 4.0, Jena,

Germany). Choroidal neovascularization lesions and

associated components were classified according to the

recommendations of the Macular Photocoagulation

Study Group.23,24 Treatment of the PED was

recommended if progression of the disease, defined by

an increase in sub-RPE fluid, sub- or intraretinal fluid

and deterioration of best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA),

was observed at 3-monthly reexaminations. Intravitreal

anti-VEGF therapy was given in accordance with the

recommendations of the German Ophthalmologic

Association (DOG).25 Intravitreal injections consisted of

either 1.25 mg/0.05 ml bevacizumab, 0.5 mg/0.05 ml

ranibizumab, or 0.3 mg/0.09 ml pegaptanib. All

bevacizumab preparations were obtained from a

qualified pharmacy. No intraoperative complications

were observed in any of the patients.

The initial treatment consisted of 3-monthly injections

in all patients. The follow-up examinations were

scheduled after 1, 3, 6, and 12 months, or more often if

any signs of new visual symptoms developed, and

included BCVA, ophthalmoscopy, fluorescein

angiography, and OCT in order to evaluate the functional

and morphological changes after treatment. Retreatment

was recommended if during follow-up a visual function

decreased further and was associated with new or

increased sub- or intraretinal fluid. As PED only partially

regressed in most patients, this characteristic was not

an indication for retreatment.

During follow-up all patients developed a RPE tear

in the area of the PED. The time at which the RPE tear

developed in relation to the anti-VEGF therapy and

its influence on visual function were recorded, too.

Therefore, the patients were assigned to different visual

groups at every follow-up visit: eyes with reading ability

and BCVAologMAR (logarithm of minimum angle

of resolution) 0.5; low-vision group with BCVA

logMAR0.5–logMAR 1.0; WHO (world health

organization) legal blindness group with

BCVA4logMAR 1.0 but ologMAR 1.5; and legal

blindness (Germany) group with BCVA4logMAR 1.5.

In order to evaluate relevant morphologic factors for the

visual prognosis, the visual course was analyzed with

respect to several morphologic characteristics: absence of

the RPE within a radius of 750mm around the foveola;

wrinkling of the RPE within a radius of 750 mm around

the foveola; development of either subretinal fibrosis,

hard exudates and retinal cystoid alteration, or an

atrophic scar.

The results are presented using descriptive statistics

(including means, one-way analysis of variance), w2-test

and the repeated measures analysis of variance

calculated by using MedCalc software Version 11.3.0.0

(Medcalc Software, Mariakerke, Belgium).

Results

The development of a RPE tear during anti-VEGF

therapy could be observed within 11 days to 46.3 weeks

after the initial injection (median 56 days; SD±56 days

from injection to tear; Figure 1). No significant change in

Figure 1 Time from treatment to first recognition of RPE tear is
presented in a cumulative distribution plot.
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visual acuity at the time the RPE tear developed was

observed in most patients, but during follow-up a

significant linear decrease in BCVA was revealed by

repeated measures analysis of variance (e¼ 0.77,

Po0.001/Plinearo0.001; Figure 2). This constant decrease

in visual function resulted in severe visual disability in

many eyes, with only 15.6% of eyes having reading

ability, but 31.2% of eyes showing low vision, 21.9% of

eyes being legally blind (WHO), and 31.2% of eyes being

legally blind (Germany) 12 months after RPE tear

appearance (Figure 3).

The morphologic analysis of RPE tears revealed a RPE-

free zone within a radius of 750 mm around the fovea in

19 patients (51.4%). Differentiation according to this RPE-

free zone predicted a significantly different visual course

(e¼ 0.8, P¼ 0.02; Figure 4). In contrast, wrinkling of the

RPE within a radius of 750 mm around the foveola alone,

which was observed in 28 eyes (75.7%), only had a

marginal influence on the visual course (e¼ 0.77, P¼ 0.07,

repeated measures analysis of variance), while

development of a disciform scar was significantly

associated with a worse visual prognosis in comparison

with eyes in which an atrophic area developed (P¼ 0.04;

Figure 5).

Discussion

The development of RPE tears during anti-VEGF therapy

for PED in exudative AMD has been observed in about

12–17% of treated eyes.20,26,27 This incidence is similar to

that reported for the natural history of untreated PED.4,5

However, in both the published literature and the present

study these RPE tears always developed relatively close

to the time when the anti-VEGF therapy was started

Figure 2 Repeated measures analysis of variance showed a
significant linear decrease (e¼ 0.77, Po0.001/Plinearo0.001;
dashed line represents the linear trend). VA, visual acuity.

Figure 4 Repeated measures analysis of variance (rmANOVA)
is significant between the groups of inclusion of a 1500mm area
(e¼ 0.8, P¼ 0.02, rmANOVA). VA, visual acuity.

Figure 5 Repeated measures analysis of variance (rmANOVA)
is significant between the groups of inclusion of a 500mm
(e¼ 0.77, P¼ 0.02, rmANOVA). VA, visual acuity.

Figure 3 This graph demonstrates a significant change in
distribution of groups of visual acuity with reading ability
logMAR 0–0.4, low vision 0.5–1.0, WHO legal blindness 1.1–1.5,
German legal blindness Z1.5 (P¼ 0.02, w2).
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(mostly 1 (Wong et al28) to 2 months20,27). Thus,

morphologic processes might be initiated during

anti-VEGF therapy that result either in tractional forces at

the level of the RPE, as has been suggested as the

underlying cause of RPE tear development after laser

coagulation, or result in tangential stress because of the

increasing volume of the PED, as has been suggested for

PDT. Certainly, the time association between the

development of RPE tears and the begin of anti-VEGF

therapy cannot prove a causative relation, but this

should still be taken into consideration as a possible

complication when recommending anti-VEGF therapy to

patients with PED in AMD.

In previously published patient series, most often

only a short follow-up period was available.15–22 As the

acute visual consequences are only limited after a RPE

tear has been initiated, a good visual prognosis was

often presumed for this complication, which is in

agreement with our findings. However, with longer

follow-up this prognosis decreased significantly, with a

mean loss in BCVA deterioration.29 The development of

a RPE tear might not always affect vision in an

individual patient,20–22 but as demonstrated in

other larger case series30 and also our study, the

majority will experience progressive visual loss

during longer-term follow-up. Not only a statistically

significant deterioration in mean BCVA was observed

during the follow-up compared with BCVA before

injection (Po0.001), but also a devastating deterioration

in visual ability after 12 months was present,

with nearly one-third of all patients being legally

blind (Germany) with a BCVA of logMAR 1.5 or

worse.

One major factor for the poorer visual prognosis in

specific subgroups might be the initial foveal

involvement in the contraction of the RPE, resulting in a

RPE-free central retina. Only the changes in

morphology of the RPE (defined as wrinkling of the

central RPE as in our study) were not associated with a

significantly worse prognosis. The negative effect of a

central, RPE-free area on the visual prognosis has been

speculated in previous studies17,20,21,28,31 and would be

consistent with the results of our investigation. Other

studies could even demonstrate a gradual decrease in

visual prognosis with increasing RPE contraction, and

associated this with a worse classification of RPE tear

severity.30 The frequency of foveal involvement can

range from 23% (Chan et al20) to 36% (Kook et al21) or

even 75% (Gamulescu et al17). This wide range may be

due to the different definitions for foveal involvement in

these studies, but the same general trend could be seen

in all reports. As a relevant factor for identifying a PED

with high risk for the development of RPE tear with

foveal involvement, size and height of the initial PED

has been suggested.20,27 To further investigate relevant

factors of PED to develop RPE tears, new insights into

the morphology of PED by spectral domain optical

coherence tomography may be possible. Not only

the size and specific location of the associated

neovascularization, but also the intensity of the

proposed hydrophobic barrier in Bruch’s membrane

may have an important role. Also, the integrity and

‘health’ of the RPE as demonstrated on autofluorescence

images should be considered as relevant, and

investigated in future studies. But because neither the

risk of developing an RPE tear nor the possible foveal

involvement can presently be influenced by the patient

or treating doctor, the only therapeutic option to be

considered in second eye involvement and reduced

visual acuity is macular surgery.

An additional prognostic factor, especially for the

long-term visual result, is the individual but quite

different morphologic courses of the disease after the

development of RPE tears. Previously, the spontaneous

development of RPE tears was associated with massive

fibrovascular scarring.32 Such a severe disciform

fibrovascular transformation was also visible during

long-term follow-up in 29.7% of the patients, while

others (70.3%) develop atrophy in the RPE-free area. The

former clinical course was associated with a much worse

visual prognosis than the atrophic form in our study.

Relevant factors to distinguish between the two groups

with this major and visually important different

morphologic course have not been identified so far.

A hope to minimize this fibrovascular transformation

might be a more proactive OCT-based retreatment

strategy and a long ongoing anti-VEGF therapy.

However, a positive long-term effect of such a strategy is

still to be proven.

In conclusion, the development of RPE tears can be

observed in 12–17% of treated eyes during anti-VEGF

therapy for PED in exudative AMD. Owing to the close

time relationship with the therapy, this complication

must be taken into consideration and explained to the

patient. Even if the short-term visual prognosis is

relatively unchanged by RPE tears, visual prognosis is

associated with a slow decrease in vision in the long

term, often resulting in a severe visual disability. One

relevant factor for a negative visual prognosis was the

potential foveal involvement of the central RPE. As the

extent of the RPE tear cannot be influenced, the only

therapeutic option to be considered is macular surgery.

Morphologic fibrovascular transformation of the RPE

tear represents another important factor. Whether this

morphologic development can be altered into the more

benign, atrophic form of RPE tear by adopting more

proactive retreatment strategies should be investigated in

future studies.
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